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ABSTRACT

Equations are derived governing the transport of an orientable spherical Brownian
particle (or equivalently a dilute system of non-interacting Brownian solute particles) in the
vicinity of a solid wall bounding a viscous fluid. Such particles experience short-range
forces, such as van der Waals or electrostatic interactions, which are functions of the
distance of the sphere center from the wall as well as of the orientation of (a set of body-
fixed axes in)the sphere. These forces are explicitly incorporated into the particle transport
equation written at the microscale, the latter describing phenomena on a microscopic length
scale I capable of resolving distances comparable with the effective range of such forces.
As such, this microtransport equation contains both positional (physical-space) and
orientational variables, R and respectively, the latter typifying a trio of Eulerian angles.
Because most analyses concerned with particle transport along (and adsorption onto) the
wall surfaces describe these processes from a macroscale or coarse-scale viewpoint L, the
short-range forces are incorporated into the 'equivalent' macrotransport equation only
implicitly in the form of a 'fictitious' boundary condition on the wall. Moreover, this
macrotransport equation, representing a continuum description of the phenomena,
describes the transport process as a purely physical-space R-space transport process, sans
the orientational variable . In particular, orientational phenomena. appearing explicitly at
the microscale, are only implicitly represented at the macroscale, taking the form of an
implicit dependence of the macroscale phenomenological transport coefficients upon the
orientational microscale data.

The 'fictitious' macroscale wall boundary conditions imposed upon the bulk,
macrotransport equations at the wall relates changes in the orientation-averaged
macroscale, surface-excess areal concentration to changes in the orientation-averaged bulk
solute concentration at the wall, as well as to the macroscale surface-excess transport flux
and accumulation. This thesis presents a systematic, singular-perturbation, matched-
asymptotic solution scheme for deriving this 'apparent' boundary condition for the case
where the microscale particle potential-energy function depends upon both sphere position
and orientation relative to the bounding wall. Towards this end, an orientation-averaged



areal surface-excess concentration is defined which allows for the implicit inclusion of
orientation-space transport. While such orientation effects can play a role in determining
the macroscale adsorption coefficient in circumstances where the particle radius is of the
same order-of-magnitude, at least, as the length scale characterizing the short-range forces,
their role in determining the surface diffusion coefficient is found to be negligible.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor Howard Brenner

Title: Willard H. Dow Professor of Chemical Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, previous results (Shapiro et al. 1990) describing the convective and

diffusive transport of a spherical Brownian particle proximate to a solid wall are generalized

so as to incorporate short-range physicochemical interactions between the bounding wall

and a specific 'active site' situated on or near the surface of the particle. Well-known

examples of such surface-specific forces include electrostatic, hydrophobic, and 'lock and

key' ligand receptor interactions (Israelachvili 1991). In such circumstances the total

potential energy of the particle-wall system is a function not only of the distance z of the

sphere center from the wall but also of the sphere's orientation e relative to the wall, with

e = e(0, ) being a unit vector (el=1) locked into the sphere, drawn from its center

through the active site on or near its surface (Fig. 1). As such, the short-range external

forces and torques exerted by the wall on the particle, which appear explicitly in the

microscale particle transport equation, become functionally dependent upon these same

two geometrical parameters, namely z and e. In contrast, the material coefficients

quantifying the hydrodynamic and diffusive aspects of the macroscale transport process are

unaffected by the sphere's orientation (although this would not be the case for nonspherical

particles), and depend only on the position vector R center of the sphere from the wall, in

general only on z. The orientation-dependent interactions described above are especially

relevant in the case of biomacromolecules because of receptors embedded in them (Nitsche

& Brenner 1990, Wu & Nitsche 1994). The incorporation of such orientational effects into

the subsequent theory constitutes the focus of our analysis.

In addition to orientation-specific interactions, centrally-directed short-range

interactions between the sphere and the wall, such as van der Waals forces and

hydrodynamic wall effects (the latter arising as a consequence of the particle's proximity to

the wall during the course of its motion through the fluid), constitute additional factors.
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These factors ultimately govern the rates of bulk macroscale and surface-excess solute

transport processes. The latter includes deposition, accumulation, and surface diffusion of

the particle on the adsorbing wall (Ruckenstein & Prieve 1973, Spielman & Friedlander

1974). Previous work (Shapiro et al. 1990, Brenner & Leal 1977), describing the

unsteady-state transport of spherical particles near a solid wall, considered only centrally-

directed forces (including particle-wall hydrodynamic effects).

The approach taken in these prior studies (Shapiro et al. 1990, Brenner & Leal

1977), like the approach to be employed here, consists of dividing the region near the wall

into two subregions: (i) a microscale boundary-layer region of thickness I contiguous with

the wall, where forces and torques exerted on the particle by the wall are significant and

hence, where -- inter alia -- particle orientation needs to be specifically addressed; (ii) a

bulk or macroscale region, far from the wall, characterized by length scale L, where such

forces can be neglected, and where particle orientation is irrelevant. Typically, l represents

the length scale of the potential, whereas L is the lateral length scale of the apparatus in

which the solute transport process is conducted. Separate convective transport equations

are used to characterize the respective solute transport processes in each of these two

regions, with the orientation-specific, short-range wall forces appearing explicitly only in

the more detailed microscale equations valid on length scale I near the wall. In order to

relate solute transport between these two regions, the microscale equations are integrated

over the local physical and orientation spaces, ultimately providing the necessary boundary

conditions imposed on the bulk macroscale equations. The forms of these macroscale

boundary conditions, as well as the phenomenological constants appearing therein depend

upon the relevant physical microscale parameters.

Three criteria are shown (Shapiro et al. 1990, Brenner & Leal 1982) to be

necessary in order to derive these macroscale boundary conditions. First, the length scale

9



ratio l/L = , say, must satisfy the inequality 6 << 1, i.e., the microlength scale must be at

least an order of magnitude smaller than the macrolength scale. Second, the particle must

be sufficiently strongly attracted to the wall such that, with kT Boltzmann's factor, the

dimensionless potential-energy function V(R,e)/kT = E, say, (Fig. 1) satisfies the

inequality

exp[-(E, - Em)] = << 1, [1.1]

where Em is the dimensionless potential-energy minimum, and E, is the asymptotic value

of the potential energy far from the wall. Lastly, the nondimensional ratio o / 6 must be at

least order of 0(1) in order to enable matching between the microscale and macroscale

equations.

Concomitantly, the magnitude of the ratio a/6 also determines the exact form

ultimately adopted by the macroscale boundary conditions. When /3 is of 0(1),

corresponding to a 'deep' potential-energy minimum, an equilibrium Boltzmann

distribution is eventually obtained in the vicinity of the wall. This circumstance gives rise

to effective, macroscale wall boundary conditions, possessing the form of a force-free,

surface-excess solute transport equations. These equations are formulated in terms of a

surface-excess areal particle number density, the latter being related to the bulk solute

concentration at the wall by a linear, Henry's law-like adsorption isotherm. One of the two

derived boundary conditions is merely this linear isotherm, relating the surface-excess

areal particle number density to the bulk concentration. The second boundary condition

(Shapiro et al. 1990, Brenner & Leal 1982) constitutes a surface-excess flux balance

equation, relating transport from the bulk phase to adsorption onto and surface diffusion

along the bounding wall. The relevant surface diffusion coefficient is determined jointly by

10
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FIG 1. Centrally-symmetric potential energy Ez of a spherical particle as a function of
the distance z of its center from a plane wall, displaying a (i) a sharp minimum Em
arising from superposition of short-range attraction (van der Waals, coloumbic, etc.);
(ii) an asymptotic limit E.o at large distances the wall. From the viewpoint of
continuum transport processe, this system is characterized by a singe microscale length
scale 1, say, corresponding to the distance over which London-van der Waals or
coloumbic forces are effectively operative.
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the sphere's potential energy and its Brownian diffusivity, each being functions of the

distance z of the sphere center from the wall. In the opposite case -- where a/6 >> 1 --

corresponding to a 'very deep' potential well, an effective perfect-sink wall boundary

condition prevails (Shapiro et al. 1990).

Our objective is to extend these results so as to now include site-specific forces. As

in preceding analyses (Shapiro et al. 1990), we start with an exact microscale formulation

of the particle transport problem and, using the perturbation techniques originally

developed by Brenner & Leal (1982), proceed to derive an equivalent macroscale

formulation taking the form of a 'matching' boundary condition. The potential energy of

the sphere is now a function of both position and orientation. Explicitly, the main

contribution of our paper will be to initally derive orientation-specific boundary conditions

for an orientable sphere similar to those obtained by Shapiro et al. (1990) for the case of

centrally-directed forces. These will subsequently be integrated over all possible

orientations to furnish an effective macroscale boundary condition, identical in form to that

derived in the orientation-independent case (Shapiro et al. 1990), but now characterized by

macroscale phenomenological coefficients dependent upon the microscale orientation-

specific potential-energy data.

2. PHYSICAL MODEL

As in Fig. 2, consider a system of identical, noninteracting, spherical Brownian

particles of radii a, each with an 'active-site ' permanently fixed at a distance b (0 < b < a)

from the sphere's center, and whose spatial orientation is specified by a body-fixed unit

vector e. Imagine each particle to be suspended in a viscous fluid undergoing shear,

characterized by an undisturbed velocity vector v(R) as well as a vorticity pseudovector

12
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o(R) and a rate-of-strain dyadic S(R), R being the position vector of the sphere center. It

is convenient to introduce a system of rectangular Cartesian coordinates R - R(x,y,z),

with the wall corresponding to the plane z=0O. With i, a unit vector normal to the plane, the

physical-space position vector R can be decomposed into the sum

R =x, +i,z, [2.1]

where

x, = ix + iyy - (x,y) [2.2]

represents the position vector projected onto the (x,y) plane, i.e., x, = (I - i,i, ) R, with I

the dyadic idemfactor. Similarly, the orientation vector e may also be expressed as the

sum of two perpendicular vectors,

e = (I- ii)- e + i,(i e)

- e, +i, cosO, [2.3]

where, as illustrated in Fig. 2, 0 -- cos - ' (i, e)is the angle between the body-fixed vector e

and the space-fixed vector i normal to the wall; additionally, e is the projection of the

vector e onto the plane of the wall surface:

e, - (I -ii,). e, [2.4]

so that with I = ii. + ii + i,i,,

e s = (ix cost + i, sin0)sin8, 1 [2.5]

1One should note that unlike e, the vector es is not a unit vector since le I = Isin 81 • 1.
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where the angle lies in the (x,y) plane, such that ) = cos-'(is e s ) = sin-'(iy, es). Any

external surfaces bounding the fluid motion laterally are assumed to be located at distances

L>>a lying far from the wall.

Attention will be focused on particles that experience both strong orientation-

specific and centrally-directed physicochemical short-range interactions with the wall. It

will henceforth be assumed that the force(s) F and the torque(s) T (the latter about the

sphere center) exerted on the particle are derivable from a (dimensionless) potential-energy

function E(z,e), representing the sum of potentials from the centrally-directed and

orientation-specific interactions. The total potential E(z,e) [Fig. 3(a)] is therefore given

by (Israelachvili 1991, Wu & Nitsche 1994)

E(z,e) = E, (z) + E,,(z + bcos0). [2.6]

The centrally-directed potential E,(z) [assumed to have a form identical to that already

studied (Shapiro et al. 1990) in the absence of orientational effects, cf. Fig. 1] depends on

the distance z between the sphere center and the wall, whereas the orientation-dependent

potential EZ,(z + bcos0) (cf. Fig. 3) is a function of the distance z* = z + bcos0 from the

wall to the particle-fixed active site. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that both

the centrally-directed potential E, and the orientation-dependent potential E,, are effective

only over a common, single characteristic microscale length ; more complicated potential

distributions have been considered in the case where only a centrally-directed potential acts

on the sphere (Shapiro et al. 1990), and will constitute the subject of future investigation

for the orientational case.
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The total potential-energy function E(z,e) will be assumed to possess the following

asymptotic limiting values, cited below and in [2.8], and valid for all orientations e:

E(z) -const- E, say, as z oo, [2.7a]

E(z) -- oo as z -- 0, [2.7b]

where E. is a z-independent constant. Equation [2.7b] is a consequence of the existence of

Born repulsion forces at small distances. Each orientation will be assumed to possess a

total potential energy minimum Em (e), occuring near the wall z=0. As assumed in previous

work (Shapiro et al. 1990, Brenner & Leal 1977) -- cf. Eq. [1.1], we will limit our

attention to the case where

E - Em >> 1, [2.8]

an inequality that describes circumstances wherein the solid wall strongly attracts the

particles.

From Eq. [2.6] we obtain a formula for the dimensionless force exerted on the

particle:

F -VE d -iz dz ( dz) [2.9]kT dzwherein
wherein

17



.d d .d
dx 'dy z

[2.10]

is the usual physical-space gradient operator (all Cartesian derivatives being performed at

constant ). The dimensionless torque on the particle is also derivable from the total

potential (Brenner & Condiff 1972):

kT = -ex V,E =i sin d + cot Cos dE -i

kT dO dO B'"Pac''
cosO -d- cot O sin 0 E

[2.11]

wherein e = i r . In the above,

V, ae 
.a 1 d

+ sin 0 do
[2.12]

is the usual orientation-space gradient operator, with (i,,i,i,) unit vectors in the spherical

polar coordinate system (r, , 4). In Eq. [2.11], we have used the usual relations [Happel

& Brenner 1983; Eq. (A-15.28)] in transforming the spherical polar unit vectors (iri,i, )

to Cartesian unit vectors (ix,iy,i,).

As regards both their translational and rotational Brownian motions (while

allowing for wall effects on the diffusivity) the particles are characterized by position-

dependent diffusivity tensors D(z), dependent upon the distance z of the sphere center

18
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from the wall, and related to the comparable hydrodynamic Stokes mobility tensors M(z)

by the generalized Nernst-Planck-Einstein equation (Brenner & Condiff 1972)

(D cD+) kT('M CM+=D kT M MJ[2.13]
cD 'D ) cM rM 

where the presuperscripts t, c, and r respectively denote translation, coupling, and

rotation. (The dagger denotes a transposition operator.) Note that these diffusivities and

mobilities are independent of orientation 0 as well as the planar wall coordinates xs=(x,y),

and depend functionally only upon the distance z of the sphere center from the wall. Due

to hydrodynamic interactions occuring between the sphere and the wall, the tensors D and

M are both anisotropic. In general, wall effects contribute to the anisotropy and spatial

dependence of D within the wall region of thickness O(a) (Goldman et al. 1964a,b). As a

consequence of the prevailing geometric symmetry, these diffusivity tensors may be

expressed in the respective transversely-isotropic forms (Brenner 1964a),

'D='D (z)izi +'Ds (z)(I - ii,), [2.14a]

rD=rDz()izi,+rD s (z)(I -izi,), [2.14b]

cD=cD(z)(i, * ), [2.14c]

with e the pseudoisotropic alternating unit triadic; the subscripts z and s refer respectively

to directions perpendicular and parallel to the wall. For distances z>>a, the rotational and

translational diffusivities each necessarily approach their respective values in an unbounded

fluid:

(D , 'D,)- 'D. = kT/6upa, [2.15a]
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('D, , D, )-'D = kT/871 a3, [2.15b]

whereas CD -+ 0. Of course, these asymptotes suppose that the lateral boundaries (if any)

of the system are situated far from the sphere. As in [2.13], these diffusivities are related

to the comparable hydrodynamic mobilities by the expressions (Brenner 1964)

aDp(z) = kTaM(z), [2.16]

where a = c,t,r and = z,s.

The probability density P that the sphere (center) will occupy a specific position R

and possess an orientation e at a given time t will be denoted by the variable P _ P(R,e,t).

This probability density (or orientation-specific number density or 'concentration' when

speaking of more than one particle) is normalized to unity by integrating over all accessible

positions and orientations:

f f P(R,e,t)d2e d3R = 1 (for all t > 0), [2.17]

where d 2e = sin ddi& is an element of surface area on the unit sphere S and

d3R = dxdydz is an element of volume. The physical-space domain accessible to the

(center of the) sphere corresponds to the range

R_ ={--oo<x<oo, -oo<y<oo, a<z < oo [2.18]

The probability density is governed by the conservation equation (Brenner & Condiff

1974, Nitsche & Brenner 1990)

20



-a+ Vj + e x V..'j = 0, [2.19]

with the flux densities aj - aj(R,e,t) (a =t,r) given by the constitutive relations (Brenner

& Condiff 1974) 2

'j = -'D VP-D+ (e x VP)+ [v(R)- A: S + 'M F + CM+ T]P,

j = -JD -(e x V,P)-D .VP + [wo - B:S + M. F + M -T]P,

wherein

S = [Vv + (Vv) +]
2

[2.20a]

[2.20b]

[2.21]

is the R-independent rate-of-strain dyadic of the undisturbed fluid, A(z) is the translational

slip-velocity triadic, and B(z) is the rotational slip-velocity pseudotriadic.

For a sphere near a plane, the slip-velocity triadics are given by the transversely-

isotropic expressions (Brenner 1964 b)

A(z) = A (z)iii, + 2A, (z)Ii., [2.22a]

2 The constituitive relations [2.20], since they neglect higher-order gradients in the undisturbed velocity field
v(R), are only valid for transport in a homogeneous shear field, whereas in the first paragraph of Section

2 we have defined the shear field as an arbitrary function of position. Since the slip-velocity triadics are
only non zero in the case where the distance between the sphere center and the wall z is of O(a), and since
near the wall the shear field asymptotically becomes homogeneous in z (cf. Eqs. [2.40] and [2.41]), terms in
the slip velocity that depend on the shear inhomogeneity may be neglected.
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B(z) = [(E * i,i,) + (. ii )+]B(z).

The z dependence of the scalar coefficients A(z) and B(z), and hence of A and B, arises

from wall effects.

In accordance with [2.1]-[2.5], the translational and rotational fluxes may be

decomposed into the respective sums

LI = J + it Vz, [2.23a]

r = js+ iz rz [2.23b]

of components respectively parallel and perpendicular to the wall, with

j = (I-i)j, jz =iz'.j, [2.24a,b]

r j, = (I- i,i,)'j, rj = rj [2.24c,d]

(The rotational flux normal component 'jz may be thought of as representing the flux of the

particles spinning about an axis normal to the wall, and as such is independent of both the

hydrodynamic coupling dyadic and orientation-dependent potential (cf. Eq. [2.27b]); the

rotational flux component j, may be thought of as representing the flux of the particles

"rolling" along the wall, or spinning about any axis parallel to the wall (in the x-y plane);

this flux is a function of both direct hydrodynamic coupling and the orientation-dependent

potential (cf. Eq. [2.25a]).

Substitution of [2.23]-[2.24] and [2.14]-[2.16] into [2.20a] yields

22
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j, = D,(z)V,P-cD(z)(i * £)+ [Pe x V,E,, - (e x V8P),] + [v,(R) - A,: S]P

and

j, = dD. ( z dE + [v, (R)- A, :+S]P

for the normal and tangential translational flux constitutive equations, wherein

A, = (I - ii,) A, A =

v, =(I-ii,).-v,

Vs =(I-ii).-V,

V, =, V,

- cot 0sin I/.

[2.26f]

Similarly, substituting into [2.15b] gives

rj, = D, (z)[Pe x V,E-(e x V,P),]-CD(z)(i, £). V,P + [w, - B: S]P

and

rj ·= D_ dP
jr = - D, (z)r + fP

for normal and tangential rotational flux constitutive equations, wherein

3One should note that while A, is a triadic, A, is a dyadic.

23
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[2.26a,b] 3

[2.26c,d]

[2.26 e]

[2.27a]

[2.27b]

[2.25a]

i2 *A,

(e x V,), (I - ii, (e x V dsin0d +Cot OO d +i s O 



co = (I-i'i,).w, W) =i- 0).

Upon insertion of the above expressions for the decomposed fluxes into the flux-balance

equation [2.19] we obtain

dP + V j, + _, + (e x V,),;j, + ri,= 
at 0')z d

[2.29]

The translational flux will be required to satisfy the microscale no-flux boundary

condition 4

'j, =0 atz=a, [2.30]

expressing the impermeability of the wall to penetration by the sphere. This boundary

condition is formulated at the plane z=a (rather than at the wall z = 0), the former being the

minimum possible distance of the sphere center from the wall; as such, P must vanish in

the region 0 < z < a. 'External' or far-field boundary conditions pertaining to the existence

of an external boundary circumscribing the fluid and located at a distance of O(L) from the

wall will be discussed later.

4 In the case of nonspherical particles, this translational no-flux boundary condition is invalid. In that case,
the absence of physical penetration of the particles into the wall is expressed by a relationship between the
rotational and translational fluxes at the wall (Nitsche & Brenner 1990).

24
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2.1 Nondimensional Problem Formulation

Appropriate perturbation parameters involving the relevant length scales associated

with the microscale problem are defined as follows:

6=I/L, E=a/l, X)=b/a, [2.31a,b,c]

where S satisfies the inequality << 1. Because many of the relevant orientation-specific

and centrally-directed potentials are effective over a length scale I comparable to that of the

particle radius a (Israelachvili 1991), the parameter e will generally be of 0(1) in most

applications. In addition, since the particle's active sites are usually found on or near the

sphere's surface, it will generally be true that X also is of 0(1). However, in the interests

of generality, we will initially not suppose that either and are of 0(1), although

ultimately this scaling will be invoked.

Imagine that the independent (x,,z,V,t) and dependent (P,j,D,A,B,S) variables

appearing in the governing equations [2.25]-[2.29] possess a prime superscript, so that

(x',z',V',t'), (P',j',D',A',B',S') represent dimensional quantities. The comparable

unprimed mathematical symbols will henceforth be used to denote the corresponding

dimensionless variables (scaled inter alia with the macroscale distance L). In particular,

define the following dimensionless independent variables5 ,

It should be noted that the time scale L2/'D' chosen describes changes at the macroscale. Transport at

the microscale occurs over the much shorter time scale 12/tD', which is also the appropriate time scale

(rDo) for rotational transport, since e a/l=O(l) [cf. Eqs. (2.15) and (2.31)]. Quantities which vary on
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and comparable dependent variables,

'D, = ' /D',

CD = CD' a/D',

rD, = D', a2 /'D ,

tj = tj L/'D_ Po ,

'D, = 'D',a/'D ,

rD, = D, a 2/I D ' . ,

P = PIP o,

rj = rja 2/D, Po,

where Po' represents a characteristic orientation-averaged probability density or particle

concentration. The total dimensionless potential energy E will be assumed to be a function

of the nondimensional variable z'/l 6- 'z. Analogously, the dimensionless diffusivity

components aD. will be assumed to depend functionally on the variable za - e-61 'z, the

length scale a entering due to wall effects on the diffusivities.

In terms of the dimensionless length variable z, the scaling of the dimensionless

phenomenological material functions listed above is now given by

aD = aDp( lil-1Z), [2.34a]

26

x, = x', /L,

V, = LV',,

z = z'L,

t =,D', t/L2,

[2.32a,b]

[2.32c,d]

[2.33a,b]

[2.33c,d]

[2.33e,f]

[2.33g,h]

this time scale will therefore appear in the macroscale equations as equilibrium quantities. This "separation
of time scales" allows us to eventually derive macroscale boundary conditions that are independent of
particle orientation.



E = E(- 1z).

In accordance with [2.7a] it will be assumed that

E(&-l) - E = O(3-1z) -m as -'z c, [2.35]

where the exponent m > O0. This hypothesis assures that E - E_ decays rapidly enough as

-1z -. oo to guarantee convergence of the integrals arising in the subsequent theory.

Further constraints on the value of the constant m will be obtained subsequently from

necessary criteria governing the required independence of 'surface' and 'bulk-phase'

concentration distributions (cf. Eq. [2.34a]).

In accordance with [2.15] it will be supposed that

to-l~( z 9~

rD 3 = E , ,
D 1

CD = e8)

[2.36a]

[2.36b]

[2.36c]

where p = z,s.

Upon denoting by G a characteristic undisturbed shear rate, define a

dimensionless velocity, rate-of-strain dyadic, and slip-velocity triadic as follows:
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v = v'/LG, [2.37a]

S =S'/G, [2.37b]

A = A'/L. [2.37c]

The products of A and B with S appearing in the constitutive relations [2.20a]-[2.20b],

will be assumed to possess the following scaled functional forms (Shapiro et al. 1990,

Brenner & Leal 1982):

A: S = eSA(e-'18-z), [2.38a]

B: S = e6B(E-16-'z), [2.38b]

where for asymptotically large arguments, e'6z oo, the scaled vectors A. and B

behave like

, = o( i) A = o(6 [2.39a,b]

=0 ,(£) [2.39c]

def def 
with a,, a and c positive constants, A, (I - i,i,) A, andA, = i, A. We will further

assume the asymptotic behavior for the normal and tangential undisturbed fluid velocity

components near the wall to be of the forms (Shapiro et al. 1990)

v(x,,z,t) = O(z2) as z - 0, [2.40a]

v,(x,,z,t) = v,j(x,t)z +O(z2 ) as z - 0, [2.40b]
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where v,1(x,, t) dv, / I=o.

From equation [2.40] we may deduce the asymptotic behavior of the normal and

tangential components of the undisturbed fluid vorticity co = 1/ 2(V x v) near the wall to be

0, = (1/2)i, x v,, + O(z) as z -- 0, [2.41a]

o, = O(z) as z - 0. [2.41b]

The basic dimensional equations [2.19], [2.25], [2.26] and [2.29] may now be

reformulated in terms of the dimensionless independent variables and scaled dimensionless

variables defined above to obtain the following nondimensional relations:

e262 P- + V,.'j, + .Yj+ (e x V,)7 j, +- j = 0, [2.42]

j = -tD(e1- 6-1z)[ + dE +z) dE,,(ze)] )- + Pe[v(z) -z)]P

[2.43]

'j, = -D,(e-16-z)VP - E-6-' cOD(-le-z)(i, · E)+ [(e x V.P), + Pe x V,E,,e(-'z,e) ]

+Pe[v,(z) - e6As(E-6-'z)]P, [2.44]

rj = -rD(6-1-lz)dp + Pe, o, P, [2.45]
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j, = -rD,(e- -z)(I - ifi,) [(e x VP)+ Pe x VEE(Sz,e)]-cD(el63z)(iz £) VsP

+Pe,[i, x v,,(x,,t) - eB(z)]P,

'j, =0 at z =6S,

where

is a translational Peclet number, and

Per = Ga /D.. - Pe 2 e2 [2.49]

is a rotary Peclet number. The functional dependence of P appearing in Eqs. [2.42]-[2.47]

is such that

P E P(x,z,e,; ;6, e, A.,Pe). [2.50]

In the next section we will obtain an asymptotic expansion solution of the problem

posed by Eqs. [2.42]-[2.47], valid for 5 - O and for Pe and e of 0(1).

3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION SCHEME

Define a generic, orientation-averaged quantity X as

X(X5, z, t) = 1 X(xs,z, e, , t)d2e,
4z S

[3.1]

valid for any arbitrary dependent variable X. Using an asymptotic expansion scheme

similar to one developed by Shapiro et al. (1990) we will derive macroscale expressions for

the orientation-averaged functions P, t j, and tj , , describing particle transport at the scale
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[2.46]

[2.47]

Pe = GL2 /'Dt [2.48]



of resolution L. Towards this end, it is necessary to solve the microscale equations in the

region z' -4 0 near the wall characterized by the length scale 1, i.e., z = 0(S). It is

assumed that the influence of the wall is sufficiently localized such that this is the only

region (in the entire domain a < z' < oo) where microscale effects must be considered.

After solving the microscale equations in the aforementioned region, one can (rationally)

formulate boundary conditions to be imposed on the macroscale concentration field at the

wall, such that the resulting solution of the purely macroscale problem will approach (in

some asymptotic sense) the solution of the exact microscale problem posed by Eqs. [2.42]-

[2.47].

Following the work of Shapiro et al. (1990) for the orientation-independent case,

we will study the problem in the dual limit

a - 0, - 0, [3.2a]

with o defined in Eq. [1.1]. Because E is of 0(1), it is unnecessary to define an expansion

in terms of powers of e. Without loss of generality we will further choose E, = 0, whence

[1.1] now becomes

a = exp(-E..) << 1. [3.2b]

For 3 << 1 assume the asymptotic expansions

= p(O) + 8p() +..., [3.3a]

fj= j° ) +3o) +..., [3.3b]
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[3.3c]

[3.3d]

tj =j(o) +34)) +...,

rj =(O +.j(O +,
+ ... '

[3.3e]

to be valid in the outer domain, z = 0(1), with each of the outer perturbation fields P(k),

jis() ,j(i), · j(k) rj.(k (k = 0,1,2,...) dependent upon all of the dimensionless independent

variables and parameters, with the exception of 3. The resulting field equations for each k

are to be solved subject to initial and boundary conditions specified on all boundaries

Substitution of [3.3] into [2.42]-[2.46] yields the following equations for the outer fields:

(e x V.)' rj,(k) + d = 0; [3.4a]

k =0 1,2,...:

E2 d(k) + Vt .tjsk)a l + dY·k)J+
,V d+Z : (k+2)

(e x V),. rj(k+ 2) + (+ = 0,"I

dP(k)
,j(k) = +Pev,(z)P(k),

j) = -VP ( ) + Pe V,(z)P (k),

'j,( = - (e x V,)SP( ) + Pe, o,P(' ,

r (k) = 3 p ' e)
jsg~) = - Pe, P(k) .

4 o
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[3.4b]

[3.4c]

[3.4d]

[3.4e]

[3.4f]

,j=j )+ 1) ..
S,'S'+ S · ·



These outer equations, which are valid in the region z = 0(1), are to be solved in

the outer domain, 'far' from the wall. The appropriate boundary condition imposed on

these outer-field equations at the interface z = 0 will be found by asymptotically matching

with the perturbation fields appearing in the inner asymptotic expansions, valid in the inner

domain, z = O(3).

To effect an inner expansion solution, define the stretched inner independent

variable

z' = 6-'z, [3.5a]

and inner dependent variable,

def

/(x,, e,,t;6, e,)Pe) = P(x,,z = 3i,e,q,t;6, e,A,Pe), [3.5b]

together with comparable definitions for the inner dependent variables, tJ', ',J r}J and

'j,, whose functional dependence is identical to that of [3.5b]. These variables, along with

P, represent the (unscaled) particle concentration and fluxes within the inner region,

2 = 0(1). In terms of these inner variables, the exact governing equations [2.42]-[2.47]

may be rewritten as

22 + Vs ' + E2 dy + (e x Ve),.r + = 0, [3.6]
S J, a
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td3. =E(E)dE + dE,,( ) Pe[v,(&)- E (e,)]

[3.7]

=-D,(E Z)VP E-1 lCD(E-l)(i + [(e x V,P). + Pe x V,E (, e)]

+Pe[v, () - ESA,(E- i)]P, [3.8]

rj = -"D (E1 z)- + E262 Pe, (i)P, [3.9]

rj = -rD,(E2)(I - ii) [(e x VeP), + Pe x V,E,E(2,e)]

--ESCD(E-2)(i· E) VP + E2 2Pe[i, x v,,(x,,t) - ESB(E-,)]P, [3.10]

'jt =0 at 2= E. [3.11]

For << 1, assume the following asymptotic expansions for these inner fields:

P = PIS-p(O) +p() +..., [3.12a]

tfz = Jtj) +69z°)+·, .... [3.12b]

-,tJ() +..., [3.12c]

r j = rj() + 2rj,) +...[3.12d]

r3 = 8o) + 2r0) +... [3.12e]

each presumably valid in the inner domain, = 0(1). The individual inner perturbation

fields p(k), t3 (k), t(k), , () and j(') (k = 0,1,2,-..), functionally dependent upon x,, z,

and t(as well as E and X), are explicitly independent of the parameter 5. Introduce the

expansions [3.12] into Eqs. [3.6]-[3.11], use the velocity scaling [2.40], the vorticity
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scaling [2.41], and equate terms of equal orders in 6 in the resulting expressions to obtain

the following sets of initial- and boundary-value problems governing these fields for k =

0,1,2:

Zero-order innerfields

2 Edp(aa Om + +(e + V,).rj(O). + -0, [3.13]
a dz) do

dPo +( dE, (, e) + dE( e) [3.14]

(e x V,P°), + P°e x V,EE (z,e) = 0, [3.15]

P(0)
=0, [3.16]

do

,.z°) = 0 at z =e; [3.17]

First-order inner fields+(+a+(exVs., + d, [3.18]
~dt S d ), J do

[(e x V,P('), + P(&)e x VEz,,(i,e)] = 0

(e x ), + )e x VeEz,,(z,e) = 0, [3.21]

= 0, [3.22]
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'Tl) = Oat = e; [3.23]

Second-order innerfields

'J, = - tD(e z)VP -E 'CD(c-')(i, )+ * [(e x VP(2)) + (2)ex VeEz,(,e)

[3.24]

3.1 Solutions for the Inner Perturbation Fields

Zero-order solutions. Equation [3.14] possesses the solution

P(°) = X(xs,e,t)exp{-[E,() + E,(z, 9)] ), [3.25]

with Xo(xs,e,t) an arbitrary function, while the solution6 of Eq [3.15] is

P(°) = Yo(xs, z, t) exp {-[E,(z) + E,, (i, )] }, [3.26]

with Yo(xs,y,t) an arbitrary function. Matching between [3.25] and [3.26] yields

6 Even though we are supposing that X = 0(1) [cf. Eq (2.3 1c)], none of the equations derived thus far are
based on this assumption; it is therefore possible to examine Eq. [3.15] in the limit <<8 << 1. In this
case, the second term on the left-hand side of [3.15] is of O() , whence to 0(b) the solution is
P() = C(xs,t)exp(-[E()]), and all orientational dependence of the probability density is, to first order,

eliminated. This exactly reproduces the result of the centrally-symmetric case studied by Shapiro et al.
(1990).
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PO) = Co(xs,t)exp(-[E,(i)+ E 9,,(z,)]},

with Co(xs,t) an arbitrary function (independent of z and e ) to be determined. Integrating

[3.27] over orientation space yields an expression for the zeroth-order, orientation-

averaged, inner-field density, namely

- (o)
P (xs,2,t) = C(xs,t)exp[-E, (z2)](i),

df 1 2

) = exp[-E(z,O)] d2e4ir Si=

representing the contribution of the orientation-specific potential.

We may similarly integrate the flux balance equation [3.13] over orientation space

and apply Stokes' theorem to yield the orientation-averaged flux balance,

2 _M
E O + VS 'J1O) + 0. [3.30]

Inserting [3.27] into [3.20], and integrating over orientation space yields

Js = - Ds (e- ) exp[-E z ()]() VsCo (xs,,t t)

-e- D(-li)(i · c)+ [(e x VeP)s + P'e x V,E,, (, e)] [3.31]
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By symmetry, the second term on the right-hand side of [3.31], namely

((exVPk),+Pk(exVE,z(i,e))), is exactly zero for all k, since the torque

e x VE,Ez(z,e) on the particle is an odd function of 0, whereas the particle concentration P

is an even function of 0, thereby rendering pk an even function of 0 for all k.7

Substituting [3.31] and [3.28] into [3.30], and applying the boundary condition

[3.17] yields, on integration,

, =- -! 0()exp[-E,(6)] d+ V2,CofD(e-)(d)exp[-E(6)] d6. [3.32]

First-order Solutions. Equation [3.19] possesses the solution

P(') = X,(xs,e,t)exp{-[E,() + E,,(z,O)]), [3.33]

with Xl(xs,e,t) an arbitrary function, whereas Eq [3.15] possesses the solution

(') = Y(x,, i, t)exp{-[E, (i) + E,(,)] ), [3.34]

with Y (xs,2,t) an arbitrary function. Matching between [3.33] and [3.34] yields

7 One should note that in the case of a nonspherical particle, the shear flow could cause the particle to favor
a certain orientation, thus destroying the symmetry whereby P was established to be an even function of 0.
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P(1) = C1(xs,t)exp[-[E ' (2) + E,, (i,)] 1),

with C1(xs,t)an arbitrary function (independent of , and e) to be determined. Integrating

[3.35] over orientation space yields an expression for the first-order, orientation-averaged,

inner concentration field,

P = C ( ) [ (1)
P (Xs,~',t)= C (xs,t)exp[-E,(i)]( ) . [3.36]

Introducing [3.35] and [3.28] into [3.24] and integrating over orientation space yields

t'j = {-Ds(Z)V,C 1 + Pe[v, 12 -3.s()]Co}(I). [3.37]

Orientational integration of [3.18] gives

-w(1)
dP t(l)

~~+V S. j,
dP

+ tj, =0
dz

Upon inserting [3.37] and [3.36] into [3.38], and integrating the latter subject to boundary

condition [3.23], one obtains

j = - aJ( i () exp[-E, (w)]d + V2sC i

-PeV,. (v,C0 )fI())exp[-E,(i)]d + PeV,.* {Co
PP

eAs(I(&) exp[-E (2 ))d6}.

[3.39]
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[3.35]
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3.2 Asymptotic Solutions for -oo

Following [3.5b], matching conditions between the orientation-averaged inner and

the outer expansions are required in the forms

.P

Pj (,,i,t;5,E ..)
2 __+_

- P ( z't; , E ),

Z-0

[3.40a]

[3.40b]

for 6<<1.

Use [3.28] and [3.35] jointly with Eqs. [3.12a] and [2.35] to obtain the asymptotic

expansion

P (xs,,t;6,e, ... )- [C +6C +O(32)],
Z -4*

[3.41]

wherein

= /38, [3.42]

with defined in [3.2b]. Furthermore, the assumptions m>l and 'ns > 1 (see Eqs. [2.35],

and [2.36a]) allow ',(), given by [3.32], to be expanded for - oo as
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J)() =-[K, + a( - )]-+ [K + [Kd + (Kd + ') + O( l- )]
i--+ k

in which

Ke = f ((Q) exp[-E, (2)] - exp[-E] )d2,

Kld = f D,(2){~(2)exp[-E,(2)] -exp[-E] }d2,

Kd =-e+ ['D,(,)-l]d2.

Similarly, for 2 - oo, expand the expression for 'j(') in [3.39] to obtain

, (1) _-[K + u(2 - + [Kd + U(K + ()] +o(Kd + )O( )]V,2C

+Pe[Kz - a(22 -c2)]Vs (vCo) + aV, (KACO) + (z ),2~~

Ke, = i {(2)exp[-E,(2)] - exp[-E] }zd2,

KA = i A,{(2) exp[-E ()] - exp[-E] d2.
£:
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[3.44a]

[3.44b]

[3.44c]

[3.45]

wherein

[3.46a]

[3.46b]



Convergence of these two integrals is guaranteed if both m>2 (for [3.46b) see

[2.35]) and a,>1 (for [3.46b] see [2.39a]). The inequalities m>2 and 'n, > l(cf. Eq.

[2.36a]) concomitantly secure convergence of the integrals appearing in Eqs. [3.44a]-

[3.44c].

Substitute [3.43] and [3.45] into [3.12b] and rewrite the resulting expression in

terms of the outer coordinate z using [3.5 a]. This gives

J,=K + K d + d ,V2 -P+eK, (vCo + z -2+ KKc P CO)+ (CO) a s O)- slO ° d KdVSO)

+4[-K L + K dVs2Cl + PeK,,Vs (viCo)] + oz LC + V 2Co + O(S)

-[K, + a(i - +C)] + [Kd + (Kd + ) + o( ' )]VO2Cz
+Pe[K --l(i 2 - 2)]Vs (VsC ) + 0V,* (KACo) + (YO( o)z ) [3.47]

In order to match the asymptotic expansions [3.28] and [3.47] of the inner

solutions with the comparable outer solution expansion, consider the parameter o appearing

in these equations. This parameter represents the relative depth of the potential-energy

minimum (of the total potential) compared with the thermal Boltzmann energy kT

associated with the particles. The existence of the outer solution, the solution which is

independent of the inner particle distribution near the wall, depends upon the order-of-

magnitude of this parameter with respect to . As such, we consider the following three

cases, noting that the following classifications are identical to those found in the case where

the physicochemical forces are centrally directed (Shapiro et al. 1990):
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(i) O(y) > 0(8) or, equivalently, - oo as - 0. This situation will be termed

a 'shallow potential well' case. As may be seen from [3.26], in this case the particle

concentration at the outer edge of the accumulation layer near the wall increases indefinitely

as - 0. It is clear that no matching is possible with the outer solution.

(ii) 0(y) = 0(8) or, equivalently, u = 0(1) as - 0. This case will be termed a

'deep potential well.' In fact, the above conditions quantitatively establish the 'depth' of

the well in terms of the relative thickness of the accumulation layer. As will be shown in

the next section, matching of the two solutions is possible, ultimately leading to the

formulation of a macroscale problem that is inherently coupled with the surface-excess

particle transport problem. One example where this case is relevant is in the capillary

electrophoresis of proteins, where electrostatic forces attract charged sites on these proteins

to the glass wall.

(iii) O(co) < 0(8) or, equivalently, il -* 0 as - 0. This case corresponds to a 'very

deep potential well.' Matching of the two solutions in this case will be shown to be

possible. As in case (ii), particle accumulation may be described in terms of a surface-

excess particle concentration. However, in contrast with case (ii), a perfect-sink boundary

condition for the macroscale outer concentration applies. One example where this case is

relevant is in the field of hydrophobic chromatography, where the orientation-specific

attractive hydrophobic forces can be quite large (Israelachvili 1991); another possible

application is to antigen-antibody systems, where the specific non-covalent bound is

known to be of the order of magnitude 35 kT (Wilcheck et al. 1991).
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4. Matching of Solutions for the Case of a "Deep" Potential

Well: = 0(1) as 6 O 0

In order to match the inner and outer solutions, it is necessary to introduce the

following orientation-averaged expansions for the outer region:

P= p(O)P + P() +... [4.1a]
-def
j = ,j(o) +5j(1)+.., [4. b]

where the P(") and 'ji() are merely the solutions of [3.4]. Matching between the

asymptotic inner solutions [3.41] and [3.47], and the respective orientation-averaged outer-

solutions [4. 1a]-[4. lb] yields (Shapiro et al. 1990)

P(°)(xsO, t) = C o, [4.2]

P()(x,,O,t) = #C, [4.3]

'jz, 0°(x- z, t) = -K I+ KdVs2Co+ PeZ+V2C -Pe z2 V,(v ,C), [4.4]
z-O at jt

'1j() (xsz,t) = -Ke+ KdV 2CI + PeKzCo +e (--+ KdV2CO) [4.5]
z-O t dYa

Two macroscopic boundary conditions governing the orientation averaged

tangential flux near the wall may be derived from the above equations (Shapiro et al. 1990).

The first condition, obtained by differentiating [4.4] in the limit as z - 0, using [4.2], and

employing the diffusivity scaling [2.36a], is given by the expression

p( ) -V,2p(O) + ' = O at z = . [4.6]

The second condition, obtained by taking the limit of [4.4] as z --- 0, may be written as
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K , x KdV,2Co = -'j(°)(x,, t). [4.7]

It is important to note that while the above macroscopic boundary conditions are identical to

those derived for the centrally-symmetric case treated by Shapiro et al. (1990), the

coefficients themselves are numerically different in the orientation-dependent case, a

consequence of the orientational dependence of the potentials appearing in the definitions of

these coefficients.

As in the centrally-symmetric case, it is possible to provide an interpretation of

[4.7] as representing a surface-excess particle transport equation. Towards this end, define

the surface-excess particle concentration s

PF(xt) J[P(1 3z,t;3,e)-P(xs,z,t;36e)] dz, [4.8]

with P and P the respective orientation-averaged inner and outer small expansions

[3.12a] and [4.1a]; is an appropriately chosen characteristic distance (possessing the

dual properties as - O0 that I, - 0, but 1, - oo) at which the inner and the outer

solutions are matched (e.g., one may chose l, = l-/'). Substitute the expansions [3.12a]

and [4.la] together with Eqs. [3.28] and [4.2] into [4.8] to obtain

8 Though one may technically define an orientation-dependent surface-excess concentration function as

dP(xs ,e,t) [(xe , -t;e)- P(x,, e,z,t;ef, e)z,P, (x,, e, t) f[P(xe,,51zt;3,e) - P(x,, e, z, t;S, e)Jz
£

this is not a useful function since the time scale a2/'D. for rotational transport is much shorter that the

macroscopic time scale L2 /'D, i.e. , the particles are in rotational equilibrium. Since orientational

equilibrium prevails, it is more appropriate to define an orientation-averaged surface-excess concentration, as
in [4.8].
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P (x,,t) (Co + SC)f 4(2)exp[-E(2)] - exp[-E] }d2 + O(32) = K.(Co + W1C) + O(352).

[4.9]

Upon combining [4.2], [4.3] and [4.8] one obtains

[4.10]P, - KP(°)(x,,O,t) = WKP)(x,,,t)+ 0(62),

with the dimensionless partition coefficient K defined as

K K, /p.

Using [4.9] to eliminate C from [4.7] we obtain (Shapiro et al. 1990)

°P dsV2pS + 'jj(x,,O,t)= (K, - a+d sVs2C1 .

In the limit as 6--->0, [4.12] becomes the standard surface-excess particle transport

equation (Brenner & Leal. 1982), with the surface diffusion coefficient d defined as

d -'d -
s KK,

f 'D,(ei){((i)exp[-E ()] - exp[-E] }dd

i {((2) exp[-E(2)] -exp[-E ()] - exp[-E] }d
£

[4.13]
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In the limit as 6 - 0, Eq. [4.12] constitutes a strictly macroscale description of the process

of particle accumulation and transport within a thin boundary layer adjacent to the wall. In

addition, [4.12] serves as a boundary condition imposed on the outer-field equations [3.4].

Satisfaction of this boundary condition by the bulk (i.e., outer) equations furnishes a

solution for the transport equation, valid near the wall, that inter alia incorporates both

short-range forces and particle orientation effects.

5. Matching of Solutions for the Case of 'Very Deep' Potential Well:

# -+ 0 as 6-- 0

In the case of the deep potential well (Case (iii)), respective matching of [3.41]

with [3.3a] and [3.39] with [3.3b] yields

PO)(x,,z,t)l = 0, [5.1]

C() =K CO+KdVS2Co [5.2]

The above results are also found in the case where all forces are centrally directed,

discussed in Shapiro et al. (1990). As such, this case will not be further elaborated upon in

this work.

6. An Example

We now investigate the effect of active site displacement from the particle center on

both the Boltzmann concentration distribution existing near the wall and on the macroscopic

phenomenological coefficients defined in Eqs. [4.11] and [4.13]. Since this analysis

focuses on the effects of the orientation-specific potential, for the sake of simplicity we
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define the centrally-symmetric potential E(z) (cf.[2.6]) for the following dimensionless

potential, which is the sum of an attractive van der Waals potential and a Born repulsive

potential (approximated by a hard-sphere potential at the cutoff distance z):

oo (Z. < e + zo / ),

E,(Z) = _| I[ i+ (z > + z/)o [6.1]

In the above equation, A is the Hamaker constant [a typical value of which is 10- 20 Joules

(Israelachvili, 1991)], and z is the interatomic cutoff distance (usually taken to be

4 x 10 - cm). For the orientation-specific potential E,,(,0) we consider the case of a

double-layer interaction between a wall possessing a uniformly distributed charge (i.e.,

independent of x,) and a point charge site locked into the sphere at a distance b (< a) from

the sphere center. As such, we define the dimensionless potential

E,, (,) = -E1 exp[-(i + Ecos0)], [6.2]

where A. is as defined in Eq [2.31]. The constant E satisfies the inequality E > 0 for an

attractive double-layer interaction, and E < 0 for a repulsive double-layer interaction

(Israelachvili 1991). We take the characteristic potential length scale of the potential I to be

the Debye length 1/ic, which is a function of electrolyte ion concentration (Israelachvili,

1991). For example, in a 10 4 M NaCl solution, 1/'=-30.4 nM, while in a mM NaCl

solution, 1/K--9.6 nM. Both these lengths are comparable in size to the radius of adsorbing

protein molecules, the latter being of the order-of-magnitude 10 nM. Although Eq. [6.2] is

strictly correct only for distances of the particle from the wall greater than l/, Monte-Carlo
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results (Tonie & Valleau 1979) indicate that [6.2] is semiquantitatively accurate for shorter

distances.

In order to quantify the effect of active site displacement, we define a

function f(E, 2,A, e), which is the ratio of the orientation-averaged particle concentration

for given values E, 2, , e to the concentration at the same point 2 that would prevail

were the active site situated at the sphere center ( = O0) [cf. Eq. (3.28)]. Explicitly,

-(o)

ff~eo df P (x,,,t;A,e) _ (,,e) [6.3]f(E,,La ,e) = [6.3]

where (z2) is as defined as in [6.3]. Introducing [3.29] and [6.2] into [6.3] yields

1 exp{-E 1 exp[-(i + e;cos0)]}d 2e

f(El,Z2,A ,e)= Sl [6.4]
exp[-E1exp(-,)]

an integral whose quadrature is readily effected by elementary numerical techniques.

Figures 4 to 7 graphically illustrate the dependence of f upon various parameters.

Figures 4 and 5 show that orientational effects on particle distribution are important only

very close to the wall, and that such effects are more pronounced as the strength of the

orientation specific potential E,, increases. Figure 6 shows for an attractive potential that

orientational effects are most important for e - 3 (e.g., the length scale I of the potential is

less than the particle radius a, a physically relevant situation in the case of 'lock and key'
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interactions), and that these effects become irrelevant as e -- 0, i.e., the length scale of the

potential becomes significantly greater than the sphere radius. Figure 7 shows that

orientational effects are much more important for attractive forces than for repulsive forces -

- whence, in many cases one can assume that the repulsive force is centrally symmetric.

In order to bring our numerical calculatrions to fruition, consider the situation of a

protein molecule of radius 80 A being transported between charged parallel glass plates,

possessing a macroscopic length scale of L-150 g. These parameters are typical of those

found in capillary zone electrophoresis separations processes (Schure & Lenhoff 1993). It

is furthermore assumed that no activation barrier exists for the adsorption step (Schure &

Lenhoff, 1993). With the value of the Hamaker constant given above (10 - 20 Joules), the

difference between the energy minimum at the cutoff distance and the asymptotic value of

the potential energy is -7kT. Upon supposing a monovalent electrolyte of concentration

O.1mM (1/c=9.6 nM), and a surface charge density of approximately -0.062 C m2

(Israelachvili 1991), these yield E1-3, and correspond to a centrally-symmetric

dimensionless potential-energy well of depth -7. The total potential energy well is

therefore of depth lOkT, i.e. Em -O. Together with the given microscopic and

macroscopic length scales this corresponds to the case of a 'deep potential' energy, i.e., #

is of 0(1). We shall now examine, for the above situation, how displacing the charged site

from the molecule's center to its surface affects the surface diffusivity and the

dimensionless partition coefficient K.

6.1 Surface Diffusivity

Rewrite [4.13] in terms of the functionf defined above, obtaining
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j tD(E-i)f (- ,,)(exp[-E 16(i)]).= exp[-E(i)] - exp[-E, )d
d, = E [6.5]

f f( i,; ,e)(exp[-E,,()]).=Oexp[-E (i)] - exp[-E..] })d

Using the values for the physical parameters given above, the total potential function E(i)

is seen to possess a large and sharp minimum near the cutoff distance (i = 1.05),

regardless of particle orientation . In order to evaluate [4.13], it is therefore necessary to

obtain an asymptotic formula for 'D, in the neighborhood i = 1.05. Define a

dimensionless gap width h as

h = zi-1, [6.6]

and invoke the asymptotic formula for the 'D, as h - 0 (Goldman et al. 1967),

2(ln h-' + 0.95425)
(ln h-') 2 + 3.188151n h- + 1.59058

In these circumstaces, Laplace's method of asymptotic integration (De Bruijn 1958) reveals

that the dominant contributions to the integrals appearing in the numerator and denominator

of [6.5] come from the immediate proximity of the minimum dimensionless separation

distance z /1, and that both 'D, andf may be regarded as sensibly constant over the range

in which the exponential function changes rapidly (cf. Fig. 4. and Eq. [6.7]).

Consequently, the asymptotic formula for the surface diffusivity already obtained for the

centrally-symmetric case (Brenner & Leal 1977) remains valid in the orientation-specific

case, i.e.,

d, -'D, (h.), [6.8]
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where h = (z0 /1)- 1 is the minimum

orientation-specific forces do

spherical particle adsorbed onto

gap width. One may therefore conclude that

not affect the surface diffusivity of a

a plane wall.

6.2 Partition Coefficient K

As before, an expression for K may be obtained in terms of the functionf:

K = i {ff(, i,e)(exp[-E1 (i)]) exp[-E,()]=0 -exp[-E] )d2. [6.9]

Again invoking Laplace's method of asymptotic integration, we obtain

K(X) = f(zo / l1,a,e).
K(O)

[6.10]

From Figure 4 it follows that in this case orientational dependent effects increases the

partition coefficient by about 60 per cent, which in the case of capillary zone

electrophoresis (CZE) may significantly effect separation performance (Schure & Lenhoff,

1993). In the current case, this would increase the partition coefficient from 0.023 to

0.037.

Because wall adsorption hinders seperation performance in CZE, techniques have

emerged to minimize this adsorption, including chemically modifying charged groups on
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the surface of the protein. Schure & Lenhoff (1993) discuss problems arising with the use

of this technique, explaining that it may "be impractical especially for large biomolecules

where non-uniform charge distributions make the prediction of adsorption behavior

problematic." It is hoped that the predictive power of [6.10] will remedy this problem.

Conclusions

Although the orginal microscale equations characterizing diffusive and convective

transport of a polar, orientable, spherical particle near an adsorbing wall are quite

complicated, the macroscale consequences of these equations are much simpler. Because

rotational transport occurs on a much shorter time scale than does translational transport at

the macroscopic scale, orientational equilibrium is quickly obtained, whence neither the

rotational diffusivity nor the coupling diffusivty appear in the final equations governing the

phenonomeonological coefficients quantifying the macroscale boundary condition. This is

analogous to the absence of the translational diffusivity normal to the wall in the final

results, since transport normal to the wall within the boundary layer occurs on a similar

time scale to the rotational relaxation. As a consequence, the assumption adopted in

previous works (Brenner & Leal 1977, Brenner & Leal 1982, Shapiro et al. 1990), that all

physicochemical forces are centrally symmetric yields generally quite accurate results

despite the general falsity of the premise. Relaxing this premise did not alter either the form

of the macroscale boundary conditions or the value of the surface diffusivity, affecting only

the partition coefficient to within an order of magnitude.
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